In this paper we define a disjunctive procedure over blocking type polyhedra with vertices in [0, 1] n , study its properties, and analize its behavior under blocker duality. We compare the indices of the procedure over a pair of blocking clutter polyhedra, obtaining that they coincide.
Introduction
Polyhedral theory is a well established set of tools for studying linear integer optimization problems, as described by the classic book of G. L. Nemhauser and L. A. Wolsey [3] .
An important part of this theory comes from the duality via blockers. Recall that if A is a non-negative matrix, with no zero rows, and K = {x ∈ R n + : Ax ≥ 1}, then the blocker of K, K B , is defined by K B = {π ∈ R n + : π · x ≥ 1, for all x ∈ K}.
A particularly interesting case arises when the rows of A are the characteristic vectors of a clutter. In this case a blocking clutter and its corresponding polyhedron, K B , can de defined. Moreover, the 0-1 vertices of K become the rows of the matrix defining K B , giving a nice relationship between these vertices and (K B )
B . Dually, the 0-1 vertices of K B are the rows of the (clutter) matrix A.
Another interesting tool of polyhedral combinatorics for 0-1 problems is provided by the lift-and-project procedures as defined, for instance, by Lóvasz and Schijver in [2] and Balas, Ceria and Cornuéjols in [1] .
It is our aim in this paper to relate blocker/blocking duality and an extension of the disjunctive procedure which we denote byP j .
Under suitable conditions on K, we show that
give examples where the inclusion is strict and show that equality holds if K is defined by a clutter.
As in the case of the disjunctive procedure, starting from (a suitable) K we obtain the convex hull of K ∩ Z n + after a finite number of successive iterations ofP j . The minimum number of these iterations is called the disjunctive index of K.
It is well known that if K is defined by a clutter, then all the vertices of K are 0-1 if and only if all the vertices of K B are 0-1, i.e. the disjunctive index of K is zero if and only if the disjunctive index of K B is zero. We conclude our paper extending this result, showing that the disjunctive indices of K and K B always coincide.
Preliminaries
In this section we collect some notations, definitions and results which we will need.
For U ⊂ R n , we denote by conv(U ) the convex hull of the elements of U , and by cone(U ) the (non-negative) cone generated by U .
Given a polyhedron K ⊂ R n we indicate by V (K) the set of its vertices, and by K * the polyhedron
The Disjunctive Procedure
The disjunctive procedure operator of Balas, Ceria and Cornuéjols [1] is defined on polytopes of the form
For fixed j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the inequalitiesÃx ≥b are multiplied by x j and 1 − x j , obtaining a system of-in general nonlinear-inequalities. Then x 2 j is replaced by x j and products of the form x i x j are replaced by new variables y i for i = j, obtaining a system of linear inequalities in the variables x and y. The polytope defined by this system of linear inequalities is projected back onto the x-space, by eliminating the y variables. The resulting polytope is denoted by P j (K).
The following result, proved in [1] , gives an alternative definition for P j , much more geometrical in nature, and is central to our discussion: 2.1 Theorem. For any j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
It should be clear, either from the definition or from the previous theorem, that the procedure is monotone, in the sense that if
If we define for {i 1 , . . . , i k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} the iterations
it also follows from the previous theorem that
and P i1...i k (K) is independent of the order of the indices i 1 , . . . , i k , so that we may define P F (K) for F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} by
3 Extending P j to Blocking Polyhedra
, is of blocking type if and only if its normalized extreme rays are {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }, the canonical basis of R n . If K is a blocking type polyhedron, any valid inequality for K is dominated by an inequality of the form a · x ≥ c with a ∈ R n + and c ∈ R + . Therefore
for some non-negative matrix A. Moreover, K is a blocking type polyhedron if and only if K = conv(V (K)) + cone({e 1 , . . . , e n }).
Finally, if K =K + cone({e 1 , . . . , e n }), then V (K) ⊂K. It is our purpose to extend the idea of the disjunctive procedure, defining a sequential tightening procedure on blocking type polyhedra in order to obtain K * after finitely many steps. Now if
whereK is a polytope contained in [0, 1] n , it seems natural to extend P j by definingP
However, this extension will depend on the choice ofK. Consider for example
In this case, V (K) = (1/2, 0), (0, 1) , and we could takẽ
+ : x 2 ≥ 1}, and we notice that the vertex (1, 0) is lost, so it isn't useful as a relaxation of K * .
On the other hand, we could takẽ
, and this time we actually haveP 1 (K) = K * . Since we would like to keep the elements of K * through the successive applications of the procedure, we will have to restrict our choice ofK. We furthermore notice that if K is of blocking type, then K * is also of blocking type and
so we need to ask conv
3.1 Definition. We say that K is a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron if it is a blocking type polyhedron with
Over this new family of non-bounded polyhedra, we define a disjunctive procedure as follows:
3.2 Definition. Given a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron K, we define the disjunctive procedure over K as
,
Using the definition, we findP
The following Lemma follows directly from the definition of the procedurē P j :
blocking type polyhedron, then the following assertions are true:
2.P j (K) is a blocking type polyhedron, so thatP j (K) = {x ∈ R n + : A x ≥ 1}, where A is a non-negative matrix with no zero rows.
The procedureP j also has the following property:
To this end, consider x ∈ (P j (K)) 0 . Then x ∈ [0, 1] n and, by definition of P j (K),
for some x ∈ P j (K 0 ) and τ ∈ R n + . In order to show that x ∈ P j (K 0 ) we study the case x = x + λe i for i = j and λ > 0 (the case i = j is easier.) Since x ∈ P j (K 0 ), by Theorem 2.1 we can write
we have λ ≤ 1, and therefore there exists a non-negative number d such that
is a convex combination of elements of P j (K 0 ).
3.6 Corollary. If K is a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron, then
Proof. We first observe that we can applyP k toP j (K) sinceP j (K) is of blocking type and
so that applying Lemma 3.5 we obtain the result.
Defining the iterations ofP j as was done in (2.1) for the procedure P j , we have:
3.8 Corollary. For any F ⊂ {1, . . . , n},
It is interesting to compare the descriptions by inequalities of P j (K 0 ) and P j (K). For instance, suppose
, but it may not be true that R =P j (K), as the following example shows.
3.9 Example. Let A be the matrix
and consider the polyhedron K = {x ∈ R 4 + : Ax ≥ 1}.
where a = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3). On the other hand, let us consider the polyhedron R defined by the constraints defining K and the new inequality valid for
TheP j procedure may be looked at as a "lift-and-project" procedure, sincē P j (K) may be described by the projection
Thus, the Fourier-Motzkin procedure yields the following result, whose proof we omit:
3.10 Lemma. Let K be a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedra such that P j (K 0 ) is defined by the inequalities
with a k ∈ R n + . Then,P j (K) is defined by inequalities of the form
for all N p ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that |N p | = p, for p = 0, . . . , n − 1 and N p = {1, . . . , n} \ N p , and the non-negativity constraints.
We close this section by studying some properties for the procedureP j that will be useful later.
Proof. Let x ∈P j (K). By Theorem 2.1, we can write
On the other hand, if α = 0 then
and since
with z ∈K 
Since z 0 + (β j − δ)e j ∈ {y ∈ K 0 : y j = 1} and w 0 ∈ {y ∈ K 0 : y j = 0}, we must have x ∈ P j (K 0 ) + cone({e 1 , . . . , e n }).
We omit the proof of (3.2) since it uses the same techniques used for proving (3.1).
3.12 Lemma. Let K be a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron such that
with a k ∈ R n + , and let Proof. The proof follows easily from a general theorem on valid inequalities for polyhedra described by inequalities (see e.g. [3, Part 2, Chap. 1]).
Special [0, 1] blocking type Polyhedra
The purpose of the remaining part of the paper is to study the relationship between the disjunctive procedure over particular blocking type polyhedra and their blockers. Let us recall that (see [3] ):
4.1 Theorem. Let P = {x ∈ R n + : Ax ≥ 1} with A a non-negative matrix and let B be a |V (P )| × n matrix whose rows are the vertices of P . Then
Now if K is a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron, we know that
and therefore
so it is natural to ask whether there are any inclusions between K B and 
By definition,P 2 (K) = K, so that Theorem 4.1 yields
Therefore, we cannot applyP 2 to this polyhedron, since it is not a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron.
By Theorem 4.1,P
where B is the matrix whose rows are the vertices of P j (K)
B . Thus, if we want this last polyhedron to be a [0, 1] blocking type then we should havē 
Proof. In order to obtain thatP j (K) ∈ S we have to show that any valid inequality forP j (K) is dominated by a valid inequality whose coefficients belong to [0, 1] .
n for all k = 1, . . . , m. If a * · x ≥ 1 is a valid inequality forP j (K) with a * ∈ R n , then, by Lemma 3.11, it is a valid inequality for K 0 j = K ∩ {x : x j = 0} and
If K 0 j = ∅, since a * has non-negative components, by Lemma 3.12 we can rewrite a
Let us see some examples.
4.6 Example. If K is the polyhedron of Example 3.9, it is easy to check that 
The following example shows thatP j (K) ∈ S, although K / ∈ S.
4.7 Example. Let us recall that in Example 3.3, we had
and thereforeP
On the other hand, the blocker of K is
Therefore, for this kind of polyhedraP
Proof. By Lemma 3.11,
so it will be enough to prove that if a · x ≥ 1 is a valid inequality forP j (K) such that a j = 0 or a j = 1, then it is a valid inequality for K.
B and a j = 0 then, for any x ∈ K,
and therefore a · x ≥ 1 is a valid inequality for K.
B with a j = 1, and let K with µ k ∈ R m + and λ ∈ R. Since K ∈ S, we have a k ∈ [0, 1] n for all k, and we conclude, from (4.1), that λ ≥ 0. Therefore, the inequality a·x ≥ 1 is dominated by a non-negative combination of valid inequalities for K.
If K 0 j = ∅, we saw in Lemma 4.4 that K =K 1 j , and therefore
4.9 Corollary. If K ∈ S then
for any set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. Since K ∈ S, by Lemma 4.5 we must haveP T (K) ∈ S for any T ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. If S = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i p }, applyingP ip to [P S (K)] B and using Theorem 4.8, we havē
By monotonicity of the procedure and using recursion, we obtain
As shown by Example 4.6, the inclusion in the previous Theorem may be strict. In the following section we will study polyhedra where equality always holds.
Clutters and the ProcedureP j
We consider now a special class of polyhedra, namely, the ones defined by clutters. Recall that for N ⊂ N a clutter is a set of non-comparable subsets of N , and if F is a clutter of N , the blocking clutter of F is the clutter B(F) whose members H satisfy the following two conditions:
More detail in blocking clutters can be found in [3] . In particular, it is shown there that for any clutter F, B(B(F)) = F, and thus we can interchange the roles of F and B(F) and simply refer to a pair of clutters F and H as blocking clutters when H = B(F) or F = B(H).
Using binary vectors x F for F ∈ F to represent the elements of F, and binary vectors a H for H ∈ B(F) to represent elements of B(F), following [3] we have
• Q * = conv {x ∈ Z n + : x ≥ x F for some F ∈ F} = conv Q ∩ Z n .
•
• Q *
In [3] it is also proved that Q * and Q B (similarly Q and Q * B ) are a blocking pair of polyhedra, and the relationships between these polyhedra can be summarized in the following diagram: Proof. Obviously, Q is a blocking type polyhedron and its vertices are minimal (with respect to the usual order in R n ). Let us verify that Q is a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron.
Suppose there exists an extreme pointx of Q withx j > 1, and let us definẽ
It follows that
and thereforex ∈ Q,x = x, andx ≤x, which contradicts the minimality of the vertices. Finally, Q ∈ S since it is a [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron defined by 0-1 inequalities.
5.2 Corollary. If Q is defined by a clutter,
for any S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 we only need to show that Q B ⊂P S [P S (Q)] B . Sincē
Now Q B = Q * B , and therefore, by Corollary 3.8,P S (Q B ) = Q B . Finally, applyingP S to the previous inclusion, the monotonicity ofP j implies
5.3 Definition. The disjunctive index of the [0, 1] blocking type polyhedron K, is the minimum number of applications of the disjunctive procedure needed for obtaining the convex hull of the integer points in K, i.e.
indexP (K) = min F ⊂{1,...,n} {|F | :P F (K) = K * }.
As a consequence of Theorem 4.9, we have that the polyhedra Q and Q B have the same index with respect to the procedureP j :
5.4 Corollary. If Q and Q B are defined by a pair of blocking clutters, then indexP (Q B ) = indexP (Q).
Proof. Since we can interchange the roles of Q and Q B , we only need to prove that ifP S (Q) = Q * for some S = {i 1 , . . . , i p } ⊂ N , then
But, since Q B = (Q * ) B ,P
so that, by hypothesis,P
The result now follows by using Corollary 5.2 and that Q B = Q * B .
